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Abstract. In this work, we analyze the productivity of meetings and
predict productivity levels using linguistic and structural features. This
task relates to the task of automatic extractive summarization, as we
define productivity in terms of the number (or percentage) of sentences
from a meeting that are considered summary-worthy. We describe the
traits that differentiate productive and unproductive meetings. We additionally explore how meetings begin and end, and why many meetings
are slow to get going and last longer than necessary.
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Introduction

How can we quantify the intuition that some meetings are less productive than
others? We can begin by defining productivity within the context of an automatic
summarization task. If we employ extractive techniques to summarize a meeting
by labeling a subset of dialogue act segments (sentence-like speech units) from
the meeting as important, then productive meetings would seem to be ones
that have a high percentage of important, summary-worthy dialogue acts, while
unproductive meetings would have a low percentage of such important dialogue
acts.
Given that simple definition of productivity, we can see that productivity
(or lack of it) is indeed a critical issue in meetings, and that meetings differ in
how productive they are. Using gold-standard extractive summaries generated
by human judges on the AMI and ICSI corpora (to be described later), we
can index the extracted dialogue acts by their position in the meeting and see
from Figure 1 that important dialogue acts are more likely to occur at the
beginning of meetings and are less likely at the end of meetings. This suggests
that many meetings decrease in productivity as they go on, and may be longer
than necessary.
We can also see from Figure 2 that meetings overall have a low percentage of
summary-worthy dialogue acts, with an average of only 9% of dialogue acts being
marked as summary-worthy in the combined AMI and ICSI corpora. Meetings
also greatly differ from each other, with some having 20-25% of dialogue acts
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Fig. 1. Histogram/KDE of Extractive Locations

extracted, and others having only 3-4% extracted. We also see that there is a
relationship between the length of a meeting and the percentage of summaryworthy dialogue acts, with longer meetings tending to have a smaller percentage
of summary dialogue acts.
Another intuition is that meetings often are slow to get going (e.g. featuring
idle chit-chat at first) and last longer than necessary (e.g. continuing long after
the last decision items and action items have been made). Again viewing this
issue from the vantage of extractive summarization, we are interested in predicting the number of dialogue acts that occur before the first summary-worthy
dialogue act, and the number that occur after the last summary-worthy dialogue
act. We call these buffer dialogue acts because they occur at the beginnings and
ends of meetings.
These observations motivate us to explore meeting productivity further.
Specifically, in this paper we will carry out two tasks:
– Predict the overall productivity levels of meetings, using linguistic and structural features of meetings.
– Predict the number of buffer dialogue acts in meetings, using the same linguistic and structural features.
We use generalized linear models (GLM’s) for both tasks. Specifically, we fit
a Logistic regression model for the first task and a Poisson regression for the
second.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work, particularly in the area of extractive meeting summarization. In Section
3, we address the first task above, while in Section 4 we address the second
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Fig. 2. Length and Productivity of Meetings

task. In Section 5 we describe the experimental setup, including the corpora
and evaluation metrics used. Section 6 gives the experimental results, further
discussed in Section 7. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Section 8.

2

Related Work

The most closely related work to ours is on meeting summarization, an area
that has seen increased attention in the past ten years, particularly as automatic
speech recognition (ASR) technology has improved. These range from extractive
(cut-and-paste) approaches [1–4] where the goal is to classify dialogue acts as
important or not important, to abstractive systems [5–7] that include natural
language generation (NLG) components intended to describe the meeting from
a high-level perspective. Carenini et al [8] provide a survey of techniques for
summarizing conversational data.
This work also relates to the task of identifying action items in meetings
[9, 10] and detecting decision points [11–13]. Renals et al [14] provide a survey
of various work that has been done analyzing meeting interactions. We are not
aware of other work that has specifically looked in-depth at meeting productivity
as we have in this paper.

3

Predicting the Overall Productivity Levels of Meetings:
Task 1

In Task 1, the goal is to predict the overall productivity of a meeting, given some
linguistic and structural features of the meeting. The productivity is measured
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as the percentage of meeting dialogue acts labeled as summary-worthy. That is,
we are predicting a value between 0 and 1. For that reason, we employ Logistic
regression for this task.
Logistic regression is well-known in natural language processing, but is usually used in cases where there are dichotomous (0/1) outcomes, e.g. in classifying
dialogue acts as extractive or non-extractive [15]. Unfortunately, we do not have
gold-standard labeling of meetings indicating that they were productive or nonproductive. However, Logistic regression can also be used in cases where each
record has some associated numbers of successes and failures, and the dependent
variable is then a proportion or percentage of successes. That is our case here,
where each meeting has some number of extractive dialogue acts (“successes”)
and some remaining non-extractive dialogue acts (“failures”).
The Logistic regression model is straight-forward. If we have features (or
predictors) X and parameters (or coefficients) θ, then θT X is a linear predictor. Generalized linear models include some function g() that transforms the
predictions. In the case of Logistic regression, the sigmoid function is used:
g=

1
1 + e−θT X

Thus, the predictions are constrained to fall between 0 and 1.
For this task, the meeting-level features we use are described below, with abbreviations for later reference. We group them into feature categories, beginning
with term-weight (tf.idf ) features:
– tfidfSum The sum of tf.idf term scores in the meeting.
– tfidfAve The average of tf.idf term scores in the meeting.
– conCoh The conversation cohesion, as measured by calculating the cosine
similarity between all adjacent pairs of dialogue acts, and averaging. Each
dialogue act is represented as a vector of tf.idf scores.
Next are the structural features relating to meeting and dialogue act length:
–
–
–
–
–

aveDALength The average length of dialogue acts in the meeting.
shortDAs The number of dialogue acts in the meeting shorter than 6 words.
longDAs The number of dialogue acts in the meeting longer than 15 words.
countDA The number of dialogue acts in the meeting.
wordTypes The number of unique word types in the meeting (as opposed
to word tokens).

There are several entropy features. If s is a string of words, and N is the number
of words types in s, M is the number of word tokens in s, and xi is a word type
in s, then the word entropy went of s is:
PN
went(s) =

i=1 p(xi ) · − log(p(xi ))
( N1 · − log( N1 )) · M
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where p(xi ) is the probability of the word based on its normalized frequency
in the string. Note that word entropy essentially captures information about
type-token ratios. For example, if each word token in the string was a unique
type then the word entropy score would be 1. Given that definition of entropy,
the derived entropy features are:
– docEnt The word entropy of the entire meeting.
– speakEnt This is the speaker entropy, essentially using speaker ID’s instead
of words. The speaker entropy would be 1 if every dialogue act were uttered
by a unique speaker. It would be close to 0 if one speaker were very dominant.
– speakEntF100 The speaker entropy for the first 100 dialogue acts of the
meeting, measuring whether one person was dominant at the start of the
meeting.
– speakEntL100 The speaker entropy for the last 100 dialogue acts of the
meeting, measuring whether one person was dominant at the end of the
meeting.
– domSpeak Another measure of speaker dominance, this is calculated as the
percentage of total meeting DA’s uttered by the most dominant speaker.
We have one feature relating to disfluencies:
– filledPauses The number of filled pauses in the meeting, as a percentage
of the total word tokens. A filled pause is a word such as um, uh, erm or
mm − hmm.
Finally, we use two features relating to subjectivity / sentiment. These features rely on a sentiment lexicon provided by the SO-Cal sentiment tool [16].
– posWords The number of positive words in the meeting.
– negWords The number of negative words in the meeting.

4

Predicting the Number of Buffer Dialogue Acts in
Meetings: Task 2

In Section 1, we introduced the term buffer dialogue acts to describe the dialogue
acts that occur before the first summary-worthy dialogue act and after the last
summary-worthy dialogue act in the meeting. Intuitively, a high total number of
buffer dialogue acts can indicate an unproductive meeting, e.g. a meeting that
was either slow to get going or continued longer than necessary, or both. In Task
2, we want to predict the number of buffer dialogue acts for each meeting. For
this experiment, we predict the total number of buffer dialogue acts, combined
from both the beginning and end of the meeting, though we could alternatively
predict those separately.
Since our task now is to predict non-negative count data, we use Poisson
regression. Like Logistic regression, Poisson regression is a type of generalized
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linear model. If we have our linear predictor θT X, then the transformation function g() for Poisson regression is:
g = eθ

T

X

Thus, the output is constrained to be between 0 and ∞. For this task, we
use the same features/predictors as described in Section 3.

5

Experimental Setup

In this section we briefly describe the corpora and evaluation methods used in
these experiments.
5.1

Corpora

In analyzing meeting productivity, we use both the AMI [17] and ICSI [18]
meeting corpora. These corpora each include audio-video records of multi-party
meetings, as well as both manual and speech recognition transcripts of the meeting discussions. The main difference between the two corpora is that the AMI
meetings are scenario-based, with participants who are role-playing as members
of a fictitious company, while the ICSI corpora features natural meetings of real
research groups.
As part of the AMI project on studying multi-modal interaction [14], both
meeting corpora were annotated with extractive and abstractive summaries, including many-to-many links between abstractive sentences and extractive dialogue act segments. We use these gold-standard summary annotations in the
following experiments.1
5.2

Evaluation

For the following regression experiments, we evaluate the fitted models primarily
in terms of the deviance. The deviance is -2 times the log likelihood:
Deviance(θ) = −2 log[ p(y|θ) ]
A lower deviance indicates a better-fitting model. Adding a random noise
predictor should decrease the deviance by about 1, on average, and so adding an
informative predictor should decrease the deviance by more than 1. And adding
k informative predictors should decrease the deviance by more than k.
For both tasks, we perform an in-depth analysis of the individual features
used and report the θ parameters of the fitted models. We report a parameter
1

While we utilize the dialogue act segmentation from those annotations, in this work
we make no attempt to classify dialogue act types (e.g. inform, question, backchannel ) [19].
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estimate to be significant if it is at least two standard errors from zero. For the
Logistic regression model, the θ parameters can be interpreted in terms of the
log odds. For a given parameter value θn , a one-unit increase in the relevant
predictor is associated with a change of θn in the log odds. For the Poisson
model, given a parameter value θn , a one-unit increase in the relevant predictor
is associated with the output being multiplied by eθn .

6

Results

In this section we present the results on both tasks, first using a Logistic regression model to predict the productivity of each meeting, and then using a Poisson
regression model to predict the number of buffer dialogue acts for each meeting.
6.1

Logistic Regression: Task 1 Results

Feature
Deviance
null (intercept)
4029.7
tfidfSum
3680.3
tfidfAve
3792.8
conCoh
3825.1
aveDALength
4029.7
shortDAs
3690.7
longDAs
3705.9
countDA
3637.8
wordTypes
3599.4
docEnt
3652.3
domSpeak
3575.2
speakEnt
3882.6
speakEntF100
3758.9
speakEntL100
3825.8
filledPauses
3986.9
posWords
3679.2
negWords
3612.5
COMBINED-FEAS 2843.7
Table 1. Logistic Regression: Deviance Using Single and Combined Predictors

For the productivity prediction task, Table 1 shows the deviance scores when
using a baseline model (the “null” deviance, using just a constant intercept term),
when using individual predictor models, and when using a combined predictor
model. We see that the combined model has a much lower deviance (2843.7)
compared with the null deviance (4029.7). Using 16 predictors, we expected a
decrease of greater than 16 in the deviance, and in fact the decrease is 1186. We
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can see that the individual predictors with the largest decreases in deviance are
wordTypes, docEnt, domSpeak and negWords.
Table 2 gives the parameter estimates for the predictors. For completeness,
we report parameter estimates using each predictor in a univariate (single predictor) and multivariate (combined predictors) model. Note that the signs, values
and significance of the parameter estimates can change between the univariate
and multivariate models, e.g. due to correlations between predictors. We restrict
most of our discussion to the univariate models. In the univariate models, all
parameter estimates except for aveDALength are significant (at least two standard errors from zero). Of the three features giving the largest decreases in
deviance, docEnt and domSpeak have positive parameter values while speakEnt
has a negative value. That is, an increase in the word entropy of the document
is associated with an increase in the log odds of productivity, as is an increase
in the dominance of the most dominant speaker. This latter fact is also reflected
in the negative value of the speakEnt parameter. The greater the dominance of
the most dominant speaker, the lower the speaker entropy, and the greater the
log odds of productivity.

Feature
θ (Univariate) θ (Multivariate)
null (intercept)
-4.644e+00
tfidfSum
-3.172e-05
2.686e-04
tfidfAve
-0.062929
-1.139e-01
conCoh
8.62097
-6.542e-02
aveDALength
0.0001451
2.908e-01
shortDAs
-4.896e-04
7.970e-04
longDAs
-1.460e-03
-8.122e-03
countDA
-2.865e-04
-5.551e-04
wordTypes
-5.563e-04
-1.689e-03
docEnt
5.2647
1.912e+00
domSpeak
2.3336
1.391e+00
speakEnt
-4.3420
-1.801e-01
speakEntF100
-2.4884
-4.008e-01
speakEntL100
-2.79522
5.711e-01
filledPauses
3.59026
-1.590e-01
posWords
-0.0092129
7.038e-04
negWords
-0.007798
-3.103e-04
Table 2. Logistic Regression: Parameter Estimates (significance indicated by boldface)

We use the trained model to predict on 26 held-out test meetings, and the
results are shown in Figure 3, which plots predicted values (the x-axis) against
the observed-predicted values (the y-axis). This shows that our model tends to
under-predict on the held-out meetings.
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Fig. 3. Productivity Prediction on Held-Out Test Meetings

6.2

Poisson Regression: Task 2 Results

For the buffer dialogue act prediction task, Table 3 shows the null deviance
baseline, the deviance scores for individual predictors, and the deviance of the
combined model. We can see that the combined model exhibits drastically lower
deviance over the null baseline. The decrease is 6722.5, where a decrease of 16
would be expected by adding random noise predictors. The best three predictors
in terms of lowering the deviance are countDA, wordTypes and docEnt. The
wordTypes predictor is likely an effective predictor because, as with countDA,
it is a correlate of meeting length. Similarly, docEnt is likely effective because
shorter meetings tend to have higher word entropy.
Table 4 shows the parameter estimates for the predictors, again using both
univariate and multivariate models. Of the three best features mentioned above,
countDA has a positive parameter estimate, meaning that longer meetings tend
to have more buffer dialogue acts at the beginnings and ends of meetings. So
not only do longer meetings take up more of your time, but that time is not
necessarily well-spent. Meetings with a large number of word types (the wordTypes predictor) also tend to have more buffer dialogue acts, while higher word
entropy docEnt tends to indicate fewer buffer dialogue acts.
Examining the parameter estimate for speakEnt (as well as domSpeak ), we
see that meetings with a dominant participant tend to have fewer buffer dialogue acts. And meetings that contain many sentiment words (both posWords
and negWords) tend to have more buffer dialogue acts. Together these findings
suggest that meetings with many active participants who are expressing opinions
do not always make best use of the time.
Figure 4 shows prediction on the 26 held-out test meetings. Here we see a
tendency to over-predict the number of buffer dialogue acts in the test set.
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Feature
Deviance
null (intercept)
12951.8
tfidfSum
8695.1
tfidfAve
9710.2
conCoh
12457.0
aveDALength
12274.0
shortDAs
9377.7
longDAs
8795.5
countDA
8660.4
wordTypes
8309.1
docEnt
8514.2
domSpeak
11873.0
speakEnt
12540.0
speakEntF100
11014.0
speakEntL100
12542.0
filledPauses
12493.0
posWords
8701.6
negWords
9339.1
COMBINED-FEAS 6229.3
Table 3. Poisson Regression: Deviance Using Single and Combined Predictors

Feature
θ (Univariate) θ (Multivariate)
null (intercept)
4.535
tfidfSum
9.421e-05
-6.071e-04
tfidfAve
0.201454
2.466e-01
conCoh
-11.8006
-3.092e+00
aveDALength
0.145172
-1.600e-01
shortDAs
1.319e-03
-1.080e-03
longDAs
4.499e-03
1.215e-02
countDA
7.849e-04
2.428e-03
wordTypes
1.596e-03
-1.689e-03
docEnt
-16.4528
-3.810e+00
domSpeak
-3.70093
1.659e-01
speakEnt
7.11037
-1.801e-01
speakEntF100
6.1627
1.622e+00
speakEntL100
4.07004
-3.535e+00
filledPauses
-10.63467
-1.283e+00
posWords
0.0265242
7.185e-03
negWords
0.0198312
-6.018e-03
Table 4. Poisson Regression: Parameter Estimates (significance indicated by boldface)
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Fig. 4. Buffer DA Prediction on Held-Out Test Meetings

7

Discussion

If we accept that examining meeting summaries is a good proxy for examining
meeting productivity, then looking at our two tasks overall it seems we can draw
the following conclusions:
– Shorter meetings tend to be more productive.
– Meetings with a dominant participant, i.e. a leader, are more productive.
– Meetings with a large number of sentiment words tend to be less productive.
Though both the Logistic and Poisson models for the two tasks show great
improvement in comparison with their respective null deviances, the deviances
of the combined predictor models are still fairly high. We plan to do further
research on other predictors that may indicate productivity or lack of it. It may
also be worthwhile to do some gold-standard labeling of meeting productivity,
e.g. enlisting human annotators to make judgments about how productive a
meeting was, how well the participants managed the time, whether they achieved
their desired decision items, etc. We would also like to make use of participant
summaries, which are included in the AMI corpus.

8

Conclusion

In this work, we examined the issue of meeting productivity through the lens
of extractive summarization. We carried out two tasks. First, we predicted the
productivity levels of meetings using linguistic and structural features. Then we
introduced the idea of buffer dialogue acts that occur before the first summaryworthy dialogue act and after the last summary-worthy dialogue act in the meeting, and we predicted the number of buffer dialogue acts in a meeting using the
same linguistic and structural features. For both tasks, we analyzed and interpreted the individual features used, and found that combined predictor models
far outperformed the baselines.
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